Acceptable Use Policy

This document describes China Internet Network Information Center ("CNNIC") Acceptable Use Policy ("AUP") as it applies to its generic top–level domain names. By registering a name in the “.网络” (xn--io0a7i) top-level domain, the registrants must represent and warrant that they will not use their registered domains in “.网络” for any illegal purposes, including without limitation, to:

- Distribute malware or engage in malicious hacking, bot-netting, phishing, pharming, fast flux hosting, fraudulent or deceptive practices;
- Use, promote, encourage the promotion of, or distribute child abuse images or engage in the exploitation of minors in any way;
- Illegally sell or distribute pharmaceuticals;
- Infringe the intellectual property rights of any other person or entity including, but not limit to, counterfeiting, piracy or trademark or copyright infringement;
- Impersonate any person or entity, or submit information on behalf of any other person or entity, without their express prior written consent;
- Violate the privacy or publicity rights of any other person or entity;
- Promote or engage in any spam or other unsolicited bulk email;
- Distribute software viruses or any other computer code, files or programs designed to interrupt, destroy, or limit the functionality of any computer software, hardware, or telecommunications equipment;
- Hijack or poison DNS;
- Interfere with the registration services offered by CNNIC;
- Engage in activity that is contrary to the relevant laws of the People’s Republic of China.

CNNIC will address abusive behavior in “.网络” consistent with this AUP. CNNIC have provided an anti-abuse e-mail address on CNNIC’s website (abuse@cnnic.cn). Any abusive reports will be replied within 15 working days. Moreover, the corresponding final addressing results on abusive behavior will also be published on CNNIC’s website.
CNNIC reserves the right to deny, cancel or transfer any registration or transaction, or place any domain name(s) on registry lock, hold or similar status, that it deems necessary, including, but not limited to the following reasons:

- To enforce CNNIC registration policy, as revised from time to time;
- To protect the integrity and stability of the “.网络”, its operations, and its registry operator CNNIC;
- To comply with any applicable law, regulation, holding, order, or decision issued by a court, administrative authority, or dispute resolution service provider with jurisdiction over CNNIC;
- To establish, assert, or defend the legal rights of CNNIC, third party, or to avoid any liability, civil or criminal, on the usage of “.网络”;
- To respond to any violations of this policy;
- To correct mistakes made by CNNIC or any Registrar in connection with a Registration;
- To remind registrants to update the Whois information

The CNNIC reserves the right to modify, change, or discontinue any aspect of its services, agreements, or this Acceptable Use Policy.